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The Labyrinth Of Solitude And
Thus, Borges insinuates, The Garden of the Forking Paths and the Garden of the Forking Paths converge at the center of Yu Tsun’s labyrinth-a spatial correlative to Ts’ui Pên’s idea of "an infinite ...
Wells and Borges and the Labyrinths of Time
“There is nothing so joyous as a Mexican fiesta, but there is also nothing so sorrowful,” wrote Nobel-Prize-winning poet Octavio Paz, in The Labyrinth of Solitude. “Our fiestas are explosions. Life ...
Sustaining Latin America’s Transformation
Octavio Paz wrote in his book Labyrinth of Solitude that “the Mexicans' indifference in the face of death grows from their indifference in the face of life.” Those words, written in the middle ...
Mexico: normalizing the horror
There is a solitude in which the human heart must live. Only love between man and woman can redeem existence from what Chillingworth in The Scarlet Letter called "the dark necessity." Hawthorne's ...
Hawthorne: The Artist of New England
Inspired by 'The Labyrinth of Solitude,' Solitude explores love, death, destiny and family through a contemporary lens, accompanied by live music from Semyon Kobialka. GOYA Foods presents the 15th ...
Urbanie Lucero
This chapter’s epigraph is a variation of a popular Juchitán myth that links the prevalence and local acceptance of muxes to the patron saint of Juchitán, San Vicente Ferrer. Other variations are that ...
Behind the Mask: Gender Hybridity in a Zapotec Community
A quest to trace his family history led our writer to a remote mid-Atlantic archipelago, where he unearthed secrets, stories — and more ...
My ancestry hunt led me to paradise on Earth (and got me an EU passport)
But once you're inside Next Door Coffeehouse's garden labyrinth, that world starts ... Here, there is solitude. Under the shade and the imperfectly shaped oak that offers it, things are still.
Best Place to Be Glad You're Alive
The play is layered with stories drawn from 230 real people who have been touched by the system in some way — whether as prisoners, workers, family members, policymakers, survivors, lawyers, activists ...
In ‘The Labyrinth and the Minotaur,’ producers lift up voices from Minnesota’s incarceration system
It is a dream that has taken years to develop, and this summer the dream will finally become a reality. Work will begin this summer on the Community Labyrinth at Grace Episcopal Church in Ellensburg, ...
Work on community labyrinth beginning to take shape this summer
Deep into the labyrinth he pointed at the many closed-off tunnels that were still being excavated or were unsafe for tourists. It was when he quietly crept into a corner that we got curious.
Unfold History from the Beginning of Time at the Cradle of Humankind in South Africa
The Willow Labyrinth and Creative Spirit Center will debut a new indoor labyrinth for this year’s World Labyrinth Day, May 7. Karen Price, who has the labyrinths at The Best of Times Farm at 720 Port ...
Willow Labyrinth opening new indoor labyrinth in the Thumb
Thin places “are in many ways a form of stopping place, liminal space that feels like it has been set aside for silence and deep, raw solitude ... kind of concrete labyrinth there that ...
How ‘Thin Places’ explores nature, trauma and the Irish Troubles through memoir
Two volcanoes and a labyrinth will be performed at the William ... Me, Meira del Mar: I give my solitude to no one will perform at Casa E- Sala Harlequin at 8 pm. The cost of the ballot ranges ...
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